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WELCOME
TO
BRISTOL
TUTORS
Bristol Tutors is a tutor referral
service that introduces suitable
tutors to searching clients.
We are pleased you have joined us!

Welcome Pack for New Tutors
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OUR THREE CORE VALUES
Friendly
We recognize the importance of creating a learning
arrangement which is conducive to learning. Furthermore, we
also believe that all students benefit from a friendly service.
Professional
Professionalism is also at the top of our agenda, with every
tutor being rigorously screened before being allowed to teach
with us. This includes an enhanced DBS check.
In line with child safeguarding procedures, clients are entitled
to view a copy of your DBS check before commencing tuition,
so do remember to take it with you.
Affordable
Having noticed that the vast majority of tuition companies
operating in the area charge prohibitively expensive fees, we
are dedicated to keeping our prices low so that even
more people in the Bristol area can afford to further
themselves by investing in one-to-one tuition. Our price plan
is simple and our prices fall around 15% below other agencies
operating in the Southwest.
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CONSIDERATIONS AND
ADVICE FOR TUTORING
1.DRESS CODE & CONDUCT
Please ensure you wear smart attire and
maintain a professional and friendly manner
throughout the tutorial as you will be
providing a professional educational service.
Your ID badge should be clearly displayed at
all times so you can be identified as the
referred tutor.
* Please note that you will need to take an
original copy of your DBS certificate to the
first lesson with a new student as parents
may wish to see it before an initial diagnostic
assessment is carried out.
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2.LESSON PLANNING
Before you start planning your scheme of work
and individual lessons, we generally advise tutors
to consult the student’s exam board website as
well as the general government national
curriculum website.
You can refer to the 'useful resources' page on
our website and the 'tutoring tips' document on
our for an up-to-date set of tips and links for
lesson planning and exam boards.
Useful Resources:
https://bristoltutors.co.uk/about-us/resources/
Tutoring Tips:
https://bristoltutors.co.uk/new-tutor-documentdownload/
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3.LEARNING STYLES
By thinking about and asking about your student’s
preferred learning style, you can try
and apply this to help them to learn new things.
If they are able to use their natural style,
they are likely to find learning much easier and
quicker. For example, if they learn best visually,
trying to incorporate images and colours into
lessons/revision plans can be immensely useful.

4. PROGRESS TRACKING
Part of delivering the tuition service means
assessing its impact. Progress can be tracked
verbally, through homework, testing, and also
past papers.
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TIMESHEETS AND COMMISSION
PAYMENT PROCEDURES

PRIVATE REFERRALS
A. You will be paid directly by the client, by either bank transfer, cash or cheque, at the
end of each tutorial.
B. You are required to keep a careful record of all lessons and submit a monthly
Record of all lessons carried out via the Bristol Tutors Agency Branch Management
system on the last day of each month.
C. Commission payments must paid within 7 days of submitting the
timesheet. The amount is payable by bank transfer into the Bristol
Tutors account.
Please remember to put your name as the payment reference!
Bristol Tutors account details for commissions payments:
Bristol Tutors
Sort code: 09-01-29
Account number: 22699341

SCHOOL REFERRALS
Please add your lessons via your Agency Branch log in to submit a school's timesheet and invoice
(ensuring you provide accurate bank details) on the last day of each month. Payment will then be
made directly into your account once funds are received by the school.
* Failure to declare any lessons arranged through Bristol Tutors or make payments by
the specified date will result in cessation of work from Bristol Tutors. If new referrals are made
directly as a result of a Bristol Tutors referral (ie extending tutoring to siblings or friends of
students referred by us), please ensure you contact Bristol Tutors to obtain a new reference
number as any additional students will need to be logged on your tutor profile record. If you have
any queries about commission rates, please e-mail info@bristoltutors.co.uk
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HOURLY TUITION RATES AND
ASSOCIATED COMMISSION

*Client work fees may vary depending on the client
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THE REFERRAL PROCESS

HOW DOES THE REFERRAL PROCESS WORK?
Once you register you will need to fill out your profile with the subjects and levels you
can offer.
When a tuition enquiry is made (and the job added to the system) that matches what
you can offer, you will be notified of this via e-mail and then need to log in to put
yourself forward for any jobs you would like to take on.
If you are accepted for a job referral it will then show on your profile for you to be able
to add lessons at the end of each month to enable invoices to be raised and processed.

ONCE A REFERRAL HAS TAKEN PLACE FOR A NON–SCHOOL CLIENT
Stage 1-referral
• Telephone the client to discuss their needs and goals and arrange an initial
lesson. We suggest that you ensure that you make enquiries about the exam board
through which the student will take their examinations and prepare some form of
diagnostic assessment. This will help you to formulate a plan about how best to carry
out the tuition and support the student.
• In line with child protection guidelines, tutors should take DBS certificates to the first
tutorial.
Stage 2-ongoing tuition
• Once you have assessed the student and decided how best to carry out the tuition, it
is advisable to check the progress of the student as lessons progress in the best way
you see fit. Options for this can include homework, past papers, quizzes, tests, etc
Stage 3-monthly timesheet submission and commission payment
• Submit your timesheet (in the case of organisation referrals, also your invoice) for the
previous month via your Bristol Tutors agency branch long in on the last day of each
month.
• You must pay any owed commission promptly within 7 days by bank transfer.
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CHILD PROTECTION
GUIDELINES
PLEASE READ THROUGH THE FOLLOWING GUIDELINES BEFORE YOU
COMMENCE TUTORING

This Code of Conduct sets out acceptable and unacceptable standards of behaviour
when representing Bristol Tutors to ensure that all concerns about the care and
protection of children/young people are effectively managed.

YOU SHOULD:
Ensure that when you are working with children you are at least within sight or
hearing of other adults. You must never be left alone in the house.
Attempt to develop an ethos where all people matter and are treated equally, and
with respect and dignity.
Always put the care, welfare and safety needs of a child first.
Respect a child’s right to be involved in making choices and decisions which directly
affect them.
Listen attentively to any ideas and views a child wants to share with you.
Respect a child’s culture (for example their faith and religious beliefs).
Respect a child’s right to privacy and personal space.
Respond sensitively to children who seem anxious about participating in certain
activities.
Be aware of the vulnerability of some groups of children (for example, children with
disabilities and learning difficulties; children from Gypsy & Traveller communities;
Black & Minority Ethnic children)
Listen carefully to any child who ‘tells you’ (sometimes through drawings and
behaviour as well as words) that they are being harmed.
Report immediately to Bristol Tutors any suspicion that a child could be at risk of
harm or abuse.
Never dismiss what a child tells you as ‘lies’ or exaggeration.
Only restrain a child who is at imminent risk of inflicting harm to themselves or
others or is at risk of damaging property.
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CHILD PROTECTION
GUIDELINES
PLEASE READ THROUGH THE FOLLOWING GUIDELINES BEFORE YOU
COMMENCE TUTORING

This Code of Conduct sets out acceptable and unacceptable standards of behaviour
when representing Bristol Tutors to ensure that all concerns about the care and
protection of children/young people are effectively managed.

YOU MUST NEVER:
Discuss personal issues about a child or their family with other people except with
Bristol Tutors when you are concerned about the child’s well being.
Be drawn into any derogatory remarks or gestures in front of children or young persons.
Allow a child, young person or adult to be bullied or harmed by anyone.
Allow children to swear or use sexualised language unchallenged.
Engage in sexually provocative games, including horseplay.
Never allow others to or yourself engage in touching a child in a sexually provocative
manner.
Never make sexually suggestive comments to a child, even in fun.
Engage in rough or physical contact unless it is permitted within the rules of a game or
sports activity or conforms to the guidance on appropriate physical restraint.
Never form inappropriate emotional or physical relationships with children.
Harass or intimidate a child or worker because of their age, ‘race’, gender, sexual
orientation, religious belief, socio-economic class or disability.
Never invite or allow children to stay with you at your home.

Please refer to our Safeguarding Policy & Training Manual for more information:
https://bristoltutors.co.uk/new-tutor-document-download/
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RISK ASSESSMENT
GUIDELINES: HAZARD
PREVENTION MEASURES
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